
The Peter Principal

Browsing the isles of a benefits’ fair, I ran into, and greeted, a teaching peer; aware that a 
few years earlier she had been abruptly assigned into one of our district’s most infamously low-
scoring buildings, I asked her about her work.  Together we smiled as she replied with a privately 
understood joke.  

“Oh, you know,” she stated sardonically.  “Another year?  
“Another Peter Principal.”
The Principle of Peter Principals.  For teachers working inside aggressively reformed, 

score-invaded, low-income buildings, the principle of Peter Principals was a concept each year 
more intimately understood.  In the flashy glare of a modern-day accountability, those school 
districts choosing to most aggressively back the relentlessly implemented cycle of fund-
garnering reforms no longer maintained a loyal interest in, nor offered up any protective 
safeguards for, a long-term-committed, true-life-education-experienced leadership. 

More efficiently; more effective to their purpose? 
They hired, and then almost immediately promoted, exchanged, shuffled, reassigned, 

relabeled, retitled and occasionally canonized a relatively small group of change oriented top-
down personnel.  

In a strategic replication of the little man working behind the screens in The Wizard of Oz 
– that in-over-his-head official who had taught himself in how to manipulate public perception 
through the use of a divertingly intimidating show – the distracting sparkle attached to the 
precipitous reassignment of “reform” personnel simply served as a cover for a critical lack in the 
larger confusingly deregulated, and far from cohesive, national plan. 

 Adopted from corporate practices of hierarchy, the standard behind Peter Principals (an 
old-days patriarchy willing, in contemporary days, to include party-line devotees of either 
gender) assured unwavering allegiance to company-faithful, salary-motivated managers; those 
administrators who most efficiently, and most consistently, always said yes.  Repeatedly and 
impetuously reassigned, those most faithful could expect glossily re-titled postings made widely 
impressive through the glimmer and glitz of a media-controlled razzle-dazzle.  Ever-shifting and 
publicly aggrandized appointments vigorously and enthusiastically acclaimed...

Until.  
Well, until the school, program or innovative reform which the highly lauded – if 

minimally experienced – administrative recruit had been assigned to manage?  
Was exposed as being test-score problematic.  
And then, while the school, program or innovative reform could be mercilessly blamed; 

while, in the name of a compassionate invasion, students, teachers, parents and staff could be 
forced through yet another destabilizing closure, reorganization or redesign – despite having 
bungled yet another assignment?  With an expanded glitter and show, the loyally protected Peter 
Principal could once again be divertingly promoted into his or her next greatly praised (if only 
recently created) assignment. 

One with a higher salary.
And an even more imposing title.  
If.  
Well, if, with a purposeful, focused intention, deliberately you shaded your eyes.
If, with a protected, concentrated effort, intentionally you narrowed your focus.



If, with a deliberated calculation, guardedly you avoided looking directly at the 
distracting shimmer produced by an endlessly instigated reassigning and retitling – well, you 
could, then, locate a truth that, save for the distracting sparkle attached to an ever thickening 
profusion of smoke screens, was becoming each year more devastatingly clear.  Heavily 
protected by the whirling disorder of an increasingly deregulated personnel movement, short-
term assigning, management shifting, reallocating and retitling: 

No company-loyal administrator and, even more significantly, no particularly invasive 
reform, was ever going to be long-term implemented nor long-term isolated.  In harshly 
punishing days committed to the true “benevolence” of a mercilessly initiated accountability; in 
days willing to brag ceaselessly about forcing a no-excuses answerability... 	


No program, no policy, nor any publicly-touted innovative leader, would ever be allowed 
to stay restrictively and stably in any one place long enough to, consequently?

Ever be held accountable.


